The Moulder fire

’Hot Spot’ more of a

Injury update

(7 spot than a movie

Four Moulder residents remain in the hospital
one in critical condition from burns.
Below

Students weren’t ready
Injuries in the fire might have been prevented if
proper procedures were followed, an official
said. Below
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Don Johnson and Virginia Madsen star in a
new release that is heavy on the sex and
light on much of anything else. A steamy
time is guaranteed for all.
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An in -season bye allows the Spartan football
team a rest. The team, currently leading the
Big West Conference, goes up against Cal
State Fullerton next week.
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In brief
A collection of events and happenings around
the Santa Clara Valley area.
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Weather
Fair skies, with some morning fog.
Highs to the mid 70s, lows taught to
the low 50s.
National Weather Service
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SJSU football team barred from downtown club
By Bill Williamson
Daily staff wtiter

Because of two incidents involving SJSU
football players in the past month, one downtown nightclub has prohibited team members
from entering its doors.
"We support San Jose State and welcome
their students to the Oasis," said Janice
Machiko, promotions manager of Club Oasis.
"But we don’t want the football team here."
The second fight involving a Spartan was
on Thursday morning when starting safety
Hesh Colar was arrested outside of Club
Oasis. 200 North First Street in San Jose,
along with four other men after an altercation.
Cola’’, 20, was arrested on suspicion of
interfering with a police officer and having a

false ID according to a report in 1-riday’s San
Jose Mercury News. The other four arrested
were not members of the football team.
"The football player was the instigator of
the incident," Machiko said. "Those guys
don’t know how to behave themselves in
here."
Colar was released approximately four
hours after his arrest by San Jose Police.
Colar was at football practice both Thursday
and Friday.
Colar’s arrest was the second brawl at the
club this season according to Machiko.
She said "several players were the primary
offenders." in an incident involving Oasis
security Sept. 30, a day after the Spartans’
29-23 victory at Stanford.
An SJSU player broke a club security offi-

cer’s nose in the melee, she said.
Machiko said it was decided by the Oasis
management staff, after the first fight, that the
team would be banned as a unit from the
night spot.
Machiko said the entire team is barred
from entering the club. "I’m tired of it ... we
thought we resolved it, but it keeps happening ... they are not welcome at the Oasis.,"
she said.
"(The Oasis ban) is unfortunate," said
Spartan nose guard Bob Bleisch. "There’s
another side to the story ... I think they hire
bouncers there from the ghetto. They’re rude
and crude, they’re jealous of the football
players."
Machiko said that both she and Oasis general manager talked to Spartan coach Terry

Shea about keeping the squad away from
from the club. She said Shea was cooperative.
"I pursued it with the team and told them
(the club) was off-limits," Shea told the Mercury News. Shea was not available for comment Friday.
Because of the September incident. the
Oasis now keeps an SJSU football media
guide at its cashier’s window to help identify
players.
"They ruined a fun night," Machiko said.
She said club employees were upset with the
players because the club promoted the team
by giving patrons tickets for the Stanford
game and then the players came and "started"
an incident.

Hesh Colar
.. Arrested Thursday

Robbery
suspects
switch plea
to guilty
By Angus Klein
Daily staff wrier

Ede Ledesrna

Speaal to the Daly

Susan Hansen, a University Housing Services employee, cleans a room almost one week after the fire swept through Nlotilder Hall

Moulder Hall burn victims remain in the hospital
By Amanda Helen
Daly staff war

After a week at Santa Clara
Valley Medical Center, Brian
Young. IS. was still in critical
condition with bums over 55 percent of his txxly and was scheduled to undergo surgery Friday to
apply skin graphs, according to
Jordan Pavacich. shift supervisor
at the medical center.
Young’s roommate Thomas
Byrd, IS, was upgraded to fair
condition from serious on Friday.
Pavacich said.
Byrd "is doing very well,"
Pavacich said.
Two French exchange students. Sylvin Mehaute. 22, and
Valerie Audoit, 21, remained at
San Jose Medical Center in sta
Mc condition on Friday.
"They’re continuing to
improve and (could) possibly
(be) released in four to five
days." according to Susan Burger, public relations assistant for
the hospital.
Twenty-one Moulder Hall residents were sent to area hospitals
where a majority of them were

treated for smoke inhalation after
a fire in the SJSU residence hall
Oct. 19.
The deliberately set fire was
started on a couch around 6 am.,
on the third floor east wing. The
couch was apparently dragged
from a third floor lounge and
placed in front of room 315, officials have said.
As of Friday no arrests had
been made, but the arson suspects arc confirmed to be students, according to University
Police officials.
Officials have not commented
on the number of suspects, their
identities or a motive. No new
information on the investigation
was released Friday.
Damage was contained to the
third level and first and second
floor residents were able to move
back into the hall Monday night.
The Inter -Residence Hall
Association has set up a relief
fund for Moulder residents.
Donations can be sent C/O IHRA
relief fund. One Washington
Square. San JIM. CA 95192. For
information call (4(18) 924-6185.

Fire official: Residents didn’t Idlow salets procedures
By Robert W. Scoble
special to the Daily
Jolted awake by the pounding on her door. Carmen Guzman ran into Moulder Hall’s
corridor and did exactly the
wrong thing.
She left her room in the
SJSU residence hall in a panic
and didn’t grab her glasses,
which made finding her way in
the hall difficult.
"If my friend wouldn’t have
come and woken us up. I
wouldn’t have known there
was a fire."
She, like many of the other
students on the third floor of
the Moulder. went into the
hallway standing up in the
chaos of Oct. 19 fire, but
should have crawled through
the hot and smoky hallway to
safety, according to fire safety
procedures.
Luckily Guzman wasn’t

MOULDER HALL

After the fire
seriously injured, but four
other students were still in the
hospital Thursday after suffering serious burns and smoke
inhalation from the fire.
Michael Simms. the San
Jose Fire Department’s director
of public education programs,
pleads to anyone who will listen that fire safety planning
saves lives and prevents lifethreatening injunes.
"It’s heartbreaking when
something like this happens,"
said Simms. a captain with the
department. "There are only
two types of people: victims
and survivors."
Simms travels Santa Clara
County giving talks on fire
safety and wants to make sure

that everyone joins the survivor group.
"Most deaths and injuries
could be avoided as long as
everyone has a plan before a
fire breaks out." he said.
Smoke contains several
toxic and poisonous gasses and
people don’t realize what a
killer it can be, Simms said.
"When plastics burn the
smoke contains hydrogen
cyanide which is the same gas
used in the gas chambers," he
added. "To survive a fire you
have to plan ahead."
Simms said that the more
serious injunes from the Moulder fire could have been prevented.
"The injuries could have
been so minimal if everyone
had a plan of what to do if
there is a fire."
He couldn’t comment on
Si. PREPARE, pew 7

Maybe it was something they ate.
The two prime suspects in a sweeping
robbery spree around campus in May
switched their pleas from not guilty to
guilty on seven felony charges following a
lunch recess Wednesday at Santa Clara
County Municipal Court.
Defendants Johny Joseph Valles. 19 and
Samuel Naval, 18, neither SJSU students, surposed Deputy District Attorney David Suares
and several witnesses when they switched
their pleas to guilty after they originally plead
not guilty at their May 16 arraignments.
Valles and Naval pled guilty to three
counts of robbery, two counts of attempted
robbery and one count of assault Wednesday in a preliminary hearing at Santa Clara
County Municipal Court
In a 30-minute time period May 14, the
defendants allegedly swept through the
campus and nearby streets and "attacked,
assaulted and demanded money form the
eight victims," according to a Universtiy
Police Department report.
Valles and Naval were originally charged
May 16 with four counts of attempted robbery. But one of the counts was dropped
when a witness, who lives in Visalia, was
unable to appear.
Another count was changed to assault
after the district attorney’s office determined that one of the victim’s was not
robbed, but was hit on the chin twice. The
13-year-old boy, who is deaf, initially was
not understood clearly by the investigating
UPD officer. Sums said.
Valles and Naval are scheduled to be sentenced Nov. 16 at 9 arn. at Santa Clara County Municipal Court. The maximum sentence
they face is nine years incarceration and the
minimum penalty is probation. Suares said.
"I’ll be arguing for something in the range
of the maximum." Suares said. "Both of
them have very extensive juvenile records
and this merits a significant sanction."
Kilinier, who was allegedly hit in the jaw
and then robbed for 511, said that he was
able to identify Valles easily but because of
the elapsed time since the crimes "identifying Naval was questionable."
Kilmicr was thankful that the other witness’ memories were clear enough to
enable them to identify Naval.
In the 30-minute spree, Valles and Naval
allegedly punched at least three of the victims in the face repeatedly while demanding their wallets. causing "visible damage,"
according to the UPD report.
Valles was arrested by UPD officer Grant
Ledbetter at 9:33 p.m. May 14 after reportedly attempting to flee from Ledbetter with
another female suspect on Fifth 3treet
Naval, identified by Valles during UPD
investigation as "luem." was arrested June
12 on suspicion of cooperating with Valles
on the eight offen.ses.
Approximately $250 was taken from the
victims, most of which reportedly was
given to a female suspect. who fled while
Valles was being arrested.
"For whatever reasons she has not been
charged." Suares said referring to the female
suspect. The female suspect. unnamed in UPD
records. was apparently Valles girlfriend.
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OPINION AND LETTERS

EDITORIAL

Who are the wimps now?
president Bush’s veto of a civil
rights bill narrowly failed to be
overridden by Congress last
week, making it the 16th straight time
Bush’s vetoes have withstood
congressional vote.
Only former President Ford used
more vetoes and he was overridden
on about a quarter of them.
This latest veto was on a bill that
was intended to reverse a Supreme
Court ruling last year concerning job
discrimination.
The ruling stated that employees
carried the burden of proof in cases of
an apparently discriminatory action
by an employer against an employee.
The new bill was to shift that burden
of proof back to the employer.
A clearly obvious trend has been
shown by Congress in its inability to
ensure the successful passage of bills
that they initially approve.
Sen. Edward Kennedy (D) of Mass.
called the presidents rejection "a
cynical attempt to appear to support
civil rights while actually satisfying
the anti-civil rights forces in his own
party."
Civil rights leaders were reported to
have said that this ruling would make
job-discrimination suits almost
impossible to win if it were allowed
to continue.
Bush’s reasoning behind the veto

was that forcing employers to carry
the burden of proof would force them
to establish quotas in the hiring and
promoting of women and minorities.
Congress is showing no backbone
in allowing the president to appease
party extremists and shying away
from simple legislation providing
justice to all the working women and
minorities who face discrimination on
the job.

claims that he has support
Bush
from both houses in
approving a civil rights bill
and opposing quotas.
However, the bill was passed in
both houses by a wide margin.
What happened to the support the
bill had after gaining congressional
approval?
A dangerous precedent is being set
that threatens to take the focus away
from important issues and allow the
making of decisions to be affected by
petty political partisanship.
The damage done to the rights of
citizens in the wake of election
interests and Bush’s personal gripes is
unacceptable.
Congress needs to quit playing
party politics and stand up for the
decisions that its members are elected
to make.

CAMPUS VOICE DAMIAN TRUJILLO
REPORTER’S FORUM
PAUL WHEATON

Hypocrites in history

non.

Wind blows dark
in month of October
I hate October. Heaven, to me, is a calendar
year without October.
Look at all the disasters that happen in
October. From earthquakes to stock market
crashes to fires. October isn’t exactly a happygo-lucky month.
Maybe the month has been doomed ever
since it has ended with Halloween or perhaps
the fact that it’s the first month of fall has put
a hex on the entire month. One thing is
certain, the month of October has been the
worst month for Bay Area citizens in the past
few years.
Think of thc financial strain that October
has bestowed upon us. It began with the fact
that saving money for Christmas or the
heating bill, whichever is greatest, is a
perennial priority. It continued when people
lost a lot of money in the October stock
market crash of 1987.
It has become earthquake month for
obvious reasons. Oct. 17, 1989 is a date that
earthquake survivors will remember for a long
time. This year the tremor that caused a
landslide near Yosemite continues the trend
for this month of shakes.
Bay Area baseball fans have been unusually
tortured by this haunted month. In the last
three years each loser of the World Series has
been a Bay Area resident. The Oakland
Athletics won in 1989 but the earthquake put a
damper on things.
Recently. Humphrey the whale decided to
swim back into our lives and beached himself.
The press seems to think this was a fantastic
feature story. But I find it to be a sad talc of a
wayward whale who endangers his life every

If someone ever tells
me I have one month
to live it better not be
October.
October.
SJSU has been struck by the October curse
in the form of a fire. The blaze at Moulder
Hall has displaced and injured students who
were in the middle of yet another annual
October disastermidterms.
Now known as national negative politics
month, October is the time for politicians to
sling mud before the November elections.
This year is a prime example. Pete Wilson
needs an absentee ballot for senate voting
while Dianne Feinstein left San Francisco
with a huge "shortfall." But her own campaign
budget is overflowing.
To complicate matters, October is literally
the longest month of the year. Its 31 days and
extra hour. due to changing clocks back to
standard time, make this month of horrors too
long.
The month ends with Halloween. The night
when some kids assume it’s legal to throw
eggs and harass older people. Sure the young
ones are code, but the bothersome teenagers
tend to stay up and annoy adults.
If someone ever tells mc I have one month
to live it better not be October.
Paul Wheaton is a Spartan Daily staff
writer.

"America". What does the word
really mean? Many people say
they’re proud to be an American, but
do they really know what it means?
"America" came into existence in
the 1500s, named after Amerigo
Vespucci. 11) be American is to be
Chilean, Brazilian, Mexican, or
Canadian; a relatively new word that
has caused so much controversy and
animosity in the world.
How would you feel if some
foreigners came into San Jose, said
they were taking over the city and
renaming it?
Consider our history once again.
The Sioux, the Cherokee and the
Apache were some of the few to first
"greet" the foreign invaders into this
rich land. Suddenly, the foreigners
came up with a concept they called
Manifest Destiny, and said it was
God’s will for them to take over the
land and move westward. The
foreigners killed the population and
raked the land, land that had been
pure and sacred to the natives. The
foreigners said they were taking
over, and that it would no longer be
known as the Sioux Nation, the
Cherokee Nation or the Apache
Nation. It was now "America." No
explanations. It’s just God’s will,
and Americans can make better use
of this land. They said they had a
"melting pot" where every race and
culture was welcome. Hmm! Were
they talking to Zephyr (the North
Wind)?
Let me take you back into history
again. Robin Hood was a hero who
stole from the rich to give to the
poor. Now, we all appraise him and
want to be like him. Now consider

They said they
had a ’melting
pot’ where every
race and culture
was welcome.
the history of Joaquin Murrieta. He
was born an orphan. His brother was
hung, his wife raped and killed right
before his eyes by "Americans" in
Hermosillo, Sonora Mexico. His life
seemed over. He heard of gold being
discovered in California, so he
moved northward. He found gold.
Murricta stole from the rich, but to
the humble poor he took off his hat
(sound familiar?) The American
government immediately condemned
his actions and considered him a
bandit. A reward for $1000 was
placed on his head. Do these sound
like two identical cases or am I
missing something?
Furthermore, "America" calls me
a foreigner because I’m Mexican.
Me, a foreigner? I am a Mexican
with Aztec heritage. I am from
Aztlan, the land that belonged to
Mexico before the Mexican American War. Spanish was the
official language before and after
this war. What happened to that law?
I am not a foreigner. The Nina,
Pinta, and Santa Maria carried the
foreigners.
Consider now, the word
"wetback". "Wetback" is a word I
have heard called upon Mexicans. I
am a disc jockey on 90.7 FM KSJS,

and I play Mexican, not Spanish
music. For this reason, I have been
called a "wetback." They call this to
people who cross the Rio Grande to
get here. Fact is, one of these people
probably has more guts and courage
than any ten people put together that
are already here. They walk through
the hills and mountains at midnight,
endangering their lives to the Border
Patrol, wolves and diseases. If we’re
called "wetbacks" because we
crossed the Rio Grande to get back
to our land, then what do we call the
foreigners who crossed the Atlantic
Ocean to get here?
Let’s not be greedy. We must
respect others if we expect to be
respected ourselves. Instead of
fighting each other, we should come
together to fight hunger and disease.
We’ll never get anywhere if we
don’t. We must take life day by day
and help each other make it through.
Yul Brynner said on October 10,
1985,
"Having been ill opened my eyes
suddenly to the fact that -the Gypsies
had a wonderful phrase for it -your
future is getting shorter. There are
things I want to do beyond
sharpening and honing this role
further..I’m not even sure what...
Growing up in the far east helped
me. There was an idea that you go to
bed not knowing if you have a
tomorrow, and you must be thankful
for every tomorrow and make the
most of it...
You have to make a choice: being
sick in bed- and that’s a fear some
kind of thing-or playing to a theater
of standing ovations every night.
The choice is obvious, I simply go
on playing!"
In the words of Luis Valdez,
"Viva el mundo. Viva la raza
humana."
Damian Trujillo is a Broadcast
Journalism junior
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HISPANIC BUSINESS ASSOCIATION:
General meeting new members welcome 3
p m Chicano Resource Center third floor
Walhquist Library North, call 924-2707
LIBERAL STUDIES SOCIETY: Election of
officers and hot tips on touch-tone registration, 4-6 pm, Buisness Comples Room
124. call 924-4414
MECHA: General body meeting. 6-730
p m Chicano Library Resource Center.
Wahlquist Library North Room 307, call 2921897
REENTRY PROGRAN: Support group,
1230-1 30 p m., Administration ROOM 201.
call 924-5930
TUESDAY
SAACS (Student Affiliate to American
Chemical Society): Lecture: Robert C.
Reedy from the Science add Technology
Decision of Los Alamos National Labratones
on ’Energetic Parka’s in Space-Science
tools Radiation Hazards," 12:30 p.m. Duncan Hall. call 253-4181.
LSAT PREP MEETING: 7-9 p.m.. S.U. Student COuncil Chambers, call 779-5425.
SJSU MARKETING CLUB: Halloween
soca. 2-330 pm,SU Almaden Room. call
998-8809.
VOICE: Guest speaker Mr. Dee Cravens to
speak on opportunities in marketing commie
mations 5 p m Hugh Gillis Hall Room

SpartaGuide
$partaGuide is a daily calendar available to SJSU student, faculty and
staff organizations at no charge.
TODAY
ANTHROPOLOHY CLUB: Meeting 5 pm
Duncan Hall Room 208. call 924.5712
HONOR SOCIETY OF PHI KAPPA PHI:
Speaker Brent R Evans on ’Planning for
Personal Success, 4 30 p.m., S U Guadalupe Room, call 227-9098:
MECHA: General body meeting, 6-730
pm, Chicano Library Resource Center,
Wahlquist Library North Room 307, call 2921897
ICE HOCKEY AT SJSU: Practice and serimage. all welcome, equipment required. $10
fee. 9 45 p m Eastndge Ice Arena. call
(415)278-3810
ART HISTORY ASSOCIATION: Dr. Danoff.
director of San Jose Museum of Art to speak
on museum 12 30-1 20 pm Art Building
Room 110A call 924-4351
PHI KAPPA PHI HONOR SOCIETY: Meetirig and speaking, Brent R Evans of Learning Success on ’Planning Personal Sucoess, 430 pm, SU Guadalupe Room.
call 227-9098

The poets-in-residence series continues with Sharon Olds, National
Book Critics Award-winning poet,
scheduled to speak Thursday in the
Engineering Building Auditorium at
8 p.m.
A $ 10,000 grant from the National Endowment for the Arts (NEA)
will help to pay for the program.
The center also received a
$15,000 from the San Jose Fine Arts
Commission and $8,000 from
SJSU’s Institute for Arcs and Letters.
The programs, which are free and
open to the public, will feature major
authors, nationally acclaimed faculty
authors, poets-in-residence and ethnic women writers.

Events
and
happenings
The St. Patrick’s Parish Corn triunity Organization is trying to
restore downtown San Jose parks
and fight drugs at the same time.
The organization has scheduled a
community meeting with District 3
City Council candidates David Pandori and Pete Carillo on Tuesday at
7:30 p.m. in the First United
Methodist Church.
The organization will ask the candidates for commitments to rid the
parks of open drug dealing, harassment. violence, gang meetings, graffiti and glass -littered tot lots.
According to the organization, these
problems have brought fear, anger
and frustration to the downtown
community.
The organization will also ask
Pandori and Carillo for commitments to the city-wide anti-drug programs and for more treatment beds,
after-school programs and the extension of Operation Crackdown.
The SJSU Center for Literary
Arts has sponsored four authors
series in the 1990-91 season featuring internationally acclaimed poets
and award-winning novelists.

The National Hispanic Scholarship Fund awarded more than 20
SJSU students were awarded $1,000
merit scholarships for the 1990-91
academic year.
The program, which is jointly
sponsored by the California State
University Scholarship Program for
Hispanic Students and the National
Hispanic Scholarship Fund, is
designed to help undergraduate students complete their degrees.
The recipients, who must have at
least one parent who is of Mexican,
Puerto Rican, Caribbean, Central
American, or South American heritage, were required to maintain at
least a 3.0 grade point average in
college preparatory classes or to

231 call 248-8297
ASIAN
AMERICAN
CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP: Message on the atonement
of chnst 7pm SU Costanoan Room call
275-1057
CAMPUS MINISTRY: Agape Community
home made supper singing. dischuulon of
Luke 15. 530-730, Campus Religious Center at the corner of Tenth and San Carlos
Streets. call 298-0204.
KARATE CLUB: Seminars by Master Kanazawa from Japan. 6-7 p m and 7 30-9.30
p m . Sports Complex Room, 89 and 202
call 946-8236
MARKETING CLUB: Halloween social everyone welcome. 3 30 p m in S U Almaden
Room
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ACRONAUTICS AND ASTRONAUTICS: Vislol lecuture
five, 12-230 pm Engineering Building
Room 288 call 947-8740
WEDNESDAY
CATHOLIC NEWMAN COMMUNITY: Mass
for all s saints followed by Halloween party.
7 p m . Campus Christian Center, call 2980204
CAMPUS MINISTRY: Bible study. "Study of
Jeremiah: 12:30-1:30 S.U. Montalvo Room.
call 298-0204

meet regular CSU admissions
requirements for transfer students.
The 23 students awarded 1990-91
scholarships were Salvador Acosta
of Salinas, Lorenzo Alfaro of San
Jose, Zenaida Barajas of San Jose,
Ramona Arellano of San Jose,
Robert Bejarano of San Carlos,
Olivia Belardes of San Jose. Sofia
Calderon of Newark, Ronald Carcamo of Campbell, Nancy Diaz of
San Jose, Guillermo Faust of San
Jose. Sally Flores of Monterey, Barbara Jaime of Oakley, Guadalupe
Juarez of San Jose, Gerardo Lopez
of San Jose, Virginia Martin of

Jeremiah 12 30 1 30 S U Monial40 Room
call 298-0204
FANTASY AND STRATEGY CLUB:
Weekly meeting. 6-1045 pm. SU Almaden Room call 924-7097
REENTRY PROGRAM: Brown bag lunch
12-1 30 pm SU Pacheco Room call 9245930
LSAT: Prep meeting. 7-9 pm .SU Student
Council Chambers call 779-5425
BULWER LYTTON UNDERGRADUATE
SOCIETY: Halloween open reading 12 30
p , Faculty Office Room 104 call 9719307
STUDFNT AFFILIATION FOR ENVIRONMENT RESPECT (SAFER): meeting 5
p m Dudley Moorehead Hall Room 235A
call 924-5467

What I ve done with my humanities major
THURSDAY
professionals from various fields provide inCATHOLIC NEWMAN COMMUNITY All formation On career opportunities appropriSaints Day Mass. 12 pm Campus Chris- ate preparation and )ob market 12 30 p m
tian Center Chapel call 298-0204
S U Almaden Room call 924-6048
LESBIAN, GAY AND BISEXUAL ALLIFRIDAY
ANCE (GALA): Meeting and guest speaker CLUB ANIMANACS OF SJUS: Japanese
Khris Francis of Club St John 4 30-6 30
animation showing 4-830 p m Engineering
pm SU Costanoan Room call 236-2002
Building Auditorium Room 189
REENTRY PROGRAM: Support group. CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
pm
Room
201
call
Administration
12-1 30
CENTER: Interview preparation explore
924-5930
techniques for effective interview preparaADPROFESSIONAL
BUSINESS AND
9tio2n1023030
4.6
pm SU Costanoan Room call
VERTISING ASSOCIATION (BPAA): Club
meeting 7pm SU Umunhum Room call CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
257-6676
CENTER: Co-op orientation introduction tro
SKI CLUB: Meeting 8pm SU Almaden Cooperate Education a professional work
Room, call 462-5717
exprenence program Includes details and
application procedures 12 30 pm SU AlCAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
maden Room call 924-6030

CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT.
Graduate study day Everything you always
wanted to know about getting into graduate
school. 10 30 am. SU Amphitheater. call
924-6048

Bound For
Success

CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT:
Graduate study day, information tables, representatives from graduate programs
throughout the U S. provide information pertaining to advanced study. S U. Ballroom,
call 924-6048

16nlio’s binding services lead
to a strong finish for your term papers,
theses, report., organization matenals
and much more. Just look at your variety of choices:

Gilroy, Elva Vega of Salinas, Ismael
Mejia of San Jose, Daniel Morales

of San Jose, Richard Moreno of
Watsonville, Carmen Munoz of San
Jose, Zandra Orozco of Salinas,
Francisco Perez of San Jose, and
Esperanza Vera of San Jose.
For those interested, applications
for the 1991-92 scholarships will be
available in April from the office of
Student Outreach and Recruitment.
Contact them at 924-2550 for more
information.

Vel08111d*

99 Binding
Offer applies to spiral or VeloBind up to I. hick with card stock
cover at participating Kink s Copy Centers Does nor rnciipde copiel
Not valid with any other offer One coupon per coatomer
Good through !lir. 6 1998

Compiled from Spartan Daily
staff reports

kinkoss

the copy center

DON’T TYPE YOUR PAPER!

Have Usha do it!

Resumes
Termpapers
Graphics
Dralting_ .
Miscellaneous-Typing

SAN JOSE STATE
STUDENT-FACULTY SPECIALS

COMPUTER SCIENCE &
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
STUDENTS WANTED
THE PLACE

;

on 11/512EX STEP computers!

./A’s

the S,TEPns- sY:ijern, specially priced
SJSU students, PaCulty;:and staff ONLY.

Come,se

fp/

Date: November 5, 6, 7
Where: The Computer [’air at the Student Union
Sponsored fly: Spartan Booksjore @ 924-1809

COMPUTER LITERACY
BOOKSHOPS
- the world’s largest computer
bookstore - internationally
famous. We pride ourselves
on courteous, knowledgeable
staff who share our customers’
interests

--
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Starting Salary $6 25/hour

classes in computer science or electrical engineering
programming knowledge of a high level anguage
excellent English skills

System includes:
DOS 4.01
3.5" High-capacity floppy drive

THEN send resume to or apply in person at

COMPUTER LITERACY BOOKSHOPS, INC.
EVER

2590 North First Street, San Jose, CA 95131
520 Lawrence Expwy , Sunnyvale, CA 94086

E Weft..

IMPORTANT MEDICAL DISCOVERY
FOR FUTURE NURSES:

SMOG CHECK

40’

------v7

Nov 21
I -------

Brought to you by the good folks at EVOrex

ard S-TEP sm,11/1d10,110W E vono Sown., Inc

s1995

TUN E -UP

QUALIFICATIONS AND HOW TO APPLY
IF you have.

INTRODUCTORY PRICE:
rt-,2‘ S10774, now $999 with this ad!

-- -

cia

hours

help customers find the books to
fit their needs, on all computer
related topics. Gain experience
relevant tc your career field
Extensive training provided

a

Ian

Desktop 8z
CAD Services
251-9522

Full and Part Time Positions Available Now - flexible

(;)

295-5511
481 E. San Carlos 9.
(Between 10th &11t1)

295-4336
310 S Third Sr.
(Across from McDonald xi

INTRODUCING:

Monster Savings ...

card stark WWII

clear covers

spiral binding

ACOLMJNE

SAN JOSE DOWNTOWN

& BRAKE

E. SANTA CLARA AT 11th

298-7722

VALID AT PARTICIPATING LINTERS WITH COUPON NOT auto WITH OTHIR DISCOONIS

112EaR_T t
SPARTAN VOLL:FX?
Wednesday October 31

More and more nursing professionals have made
an important medical discovery - opportunities are

greatest through Air Force ROTC. A sampling of reasons given in recent Air Force nurse interviews: "... you
can move up fast ..." And, the facilities are "... more
advanced than I’d ever imagined." Plus, ‘... respect.
You’re treated like a professional."
Air Force ROTC represents a tremendous way to
enter this environment it prepares you to be a leader.
a trained professional in the U.S. Air Force.
With Air Force ROTC, you may be eligible for a
two- to three-year scholarship that pays your full college
tuition and most textbooks, labs and other fees. And
when you graduate, you’re an Air Force officer, ready
to make the most of your nursing career.
Contact

DEPT OF AER0SPACE STUDIES

408-924-2960

Halloween

t ht

The Spartans will SPOOK
Cal Poly SLO
Say "trick or treat" and get a treat

Thursday, November 1

Spartans
New Mexico State
Both games start at 7:30 PM at the Event Center
Student tix only $2.00
For ticket information call 924 -FANS

I radership bccellence Starts Here

95

Senior outside hitter
Heather McPhearson
stuffs another opponents spike
’Photo by Wen Wong)
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WHEN DOES TOUCH - SJSU BEGIN AND END FOR THE SPRING 1991 SEMESTER?

TOUCH - SJSU begins November 1, 1990 and ends
January 4, 1991.

. ARE STUDENTS EXPECTED TO USE TOUCH - SJSU
TO REGISTER?

All students are expected to use TOUCH - SJSU except the following categories: A. International students residing overseas and new to SJSU for the
Spring ’91 term; B. New and returning students admitted between January 4 and January 18, 1991; C. Students in the "over-sixty" program; D. 7.4
Students in the "Step to College" Program.

3.

WHEN DO INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS RESIDING
OVERSEAS AND NEW TO SJSU FOR THE SPRING ’91 SEMESTER REGISTER?

New international students register on "ON - LINE DAY,"
January 24, 1991, at the Office of Admissions and Records.

41fr WHEN DO NEW/RETURNING STUDENTS ADMITTED BETWEEN JANUARY 4 AND JANUARY 18, 1991 REGISTER?
New/returning students admitted between January 4 and January 18, 1991, register on "ON - LINE DAY," January 24, 1991, at the Office of
. Admissions and Records.

5 .

WHEN DO STUDENTS IN THE "OVER - SIXTY" AND
"STEP TO COLLEGE" PROGRAMS REGISTER?

Students in the Over - Sixty and Step to College Programs register beginning the first day of instruction, January 28, 1991. They pick up an Add/Drop
form from the office of Admissions and Records. All other students register through TOUCH - SJSU or on "ON - LINE DAY".
2.
6P WHERE DO I GET MY TOUCH - SJSU WORKSHEET TO FILL OUT BEFORE I CALL THE REGISTRATION SYSTEM?
The TOUCH - SJSU worksheet is contained in the Spring 1991 Semester Schedule of Classes. The Spring 1991 Schedule of Classes is expected to
go on sale in the Spartan Bookstore on October 22, 1990.

7

HOW DO I GET MY APPOINTMENT TIME?

Students eliaible to reaister throuah TOUCH - SJSU will receive their appointment tirpe in the mail via their ACCESS materials. Also. ACCESS
materials will contain any holds and/or restrictions which must be cleared before a student is allowed to enter the system.

. CAN I CALL IN BEFORE MY APPOINTMENT TIME?
No. The system has been programmed so that students cannot enter the system prior to their individual appointment time.
47. DO I NEED A PERSONAL IDENTIFICATION NUMBER "PIN" BEFORE I AM ELIGIBLE TO REGISTER?
Yes. PIN information has been mailed to all eligible students by the Office of Admissions and Records. Students who are eligible and have not
received PIN information should come to the Office of Admissions and Records before November 1, 1990.
CAN I CHANGE MY PIN NUMBER AT ANY TIME?

Yes. A student’s "PIN" provides security in accessing the system. Students wishing to change their "PIN" should come to Admissions and Records
and be prepared to provide proper identification before the number will be changed.
CAN I CHANGE MY SCHEDULE AFTER MY INITIAL APPOINTMENT TIME WHILE TOUCH - SJSU IS STILL AVAILABLE?
Yes. students can Add or Drop classes after their initial appointment time through the last day (January 4, 1991) TOUCH - SJSU is available. A
student’s registration should be final by the end of the day on January 4, 1991.
WHAT ARE THE HOURS AND DAYS THAT TOUCH - SJSU IS AVAILABLE?
TOUCH - SJSU is available from 7:00am to 7:00pm, Monday through Friday (except when the University is closed), from November 1, 1990 through
January 4, 1991.

/3.
/

/s.

WHAT HAPPENS IF MY DEPARTMENT CANCELS ONE OF MY CLASSES?
TOUCH - SJSU is programmed to send each student in a canceled class a post card indicating that the class has been canceled. Tie student can go
back into TOUCH - SJSU and add another class up until January 4, 1990.
WHAT HAPPENS IF MY DEPARTMENT CANCELS MY CLASS AFTER JANUARY 4, 1991?
If a class is canceled after January 4, 1991, and the student wishes to add an additional class during the first three weeks of the semester, the student
needs to go to Admissions and Records and pick up an official Add/Drop form AND a Class Adjustment Waiver form which waives the $20 fee.
IF I AM IN THE "OVER - SIXTY" OR "STEP TO COLLEGE" PROGRAM AND I AM REQUIRED TO REGISTER BEGINNING THE FIRST DAY OF
CLASSES, WILL I BE ASSESSED THE $20 CLASS ADJUSTMENT?
No, the Class Adjustment fee is automatically waived for students in the "Over - Sixty" and "Step To College" programs as is the $25 Late Registration
Fee.
IF I REGISTER FOR ALL MY CLASSES THROUGH TOUCH - SJSU AND DO NOT WISH TO ADD OR DROP ANY OTHER CLASSES, WILL I BE
ASSESSED THE $20 CLASS ADJUSTMENT FEE?
No

IF I AM REQUIRED TO ADD OR DROP CLASS DURING THE FIRST THREE WEEKS OF CLASSES DUE TO AN ADMINISTRATIVE ISSUE,
/7. WHOM
DO I SEE TO GET A WAIVER OF THE $20 CLASS ADJUSTMENT FEE?

Students who are required to drop or add a class due to no fault of their own should go to the Office of Admissions and Records to pick up a waiver of
the $20 class adjustment fee.
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/1. IF I AM REGISTERING LATE, BEGINNING THE FIRST DAY OF INSTRUCTION THROUGH THE END OF THE THIRD WEEK OF INSTRUCTION,
DO I PAY THE $20 CLASS ADJUSTMENT FEE?
No. Students who were eligible but failed to register through either TOUCH - SJSU or "ON - LINE DAY" and wish to register beginning with the first
day of classes are subject to a $25 Late Registration Fee. The $25 Late Registration Fee has not changed from previous semesters.
/91: IF MY CLASS SELECTION !S FULL, CAN I FIND OUR IF OTHER SECTIONS ARE STILL OPEN?
Yes. A student can request availability of open sections by using the "7" key.
for the
D. 7.
WILL TOUCH - SJSU CALCULATE MY FEES WHILE I AM ON THE TELEPHONE?
Yes. TOUCH - SJSU calculates student’s fees based on their residency classification once they have finished their initial registration.
WHEN WILL MY FEES BE DUE?
Fees are due approximately 21 days from the day the student registered through TOUCH - SJSU.
. WILL I RECEIVE A BILL IN THE MAIL?
Yes. A bill is mailed seven days after the student entered the system. The bill will contain the amount due, the exact date the fees are due, and a list
of the classes the student has registered for.

2.3
liDrop

WHAT HAPPENS IF I FAIL TO MEET THE FEE PAYMENT DEADLINE?
Students who fail to pay fees by their fee payment deadline will have their classes purged from the file four days after the deadline.
IF I MISS MY FEE PAYMENT DEADLINE AND MY CLASSES HAVE BEEN PURGED FROM TOUCH - SJSU, CAN I GO BACK INTO THE SYSTEM
AND RE-REGISTER?
Yes. students can go back into TOUCH - SJSU and re -register if their classes have purged due to missing their fee payment deadline. A new bill will
be generated, indicating a new fee payment deadline.

ed to

HOW DO I PAY MY FEES IF I AM ON FINANCIAL AID, ON SCHOLARSHIP, OR MY SPONSOR IS PAYING MY FEES?
Students who are on financial aid, scholarship, or are having their fees paid by their sponsor will so indicate on the billing statement and return it to
Cashiering Services by the stated deadline.
(1. HOW DO I GET MY FEE DECAL WHICH I ATTACH TO MY STUDENT IDENTIFICATION CARD?
Students will receive their Fee Decal in the mail the middle of January 1991, along with a final confirmation schedule of their classes.
.7.

HOW DO I KNOW WHICH PRIORITY REGISTRATION GROUP I FALL INTO?
The University Academic Senate made changes to the Priority Registration policy last spring, resulting in the following breakdown:
GROUP ONE
All new entering Education Equity students, including those participating in EOP, SAA, Upward Bound, HCPO (Health Careers Opportunity Program) ,
and MESA (Math, Engineering, and Science Achievement), shall be eligible for registration in the first group:

rds

That appropriately certified students with disabilities shall be allowed to register in the first group;
That Honors at Entrance students shall be allowed to register in the first group in the semester of entrance;
That Associated Students Board of Directors and Executives (elected A.S. officers and student senators) shall be allowed to register in the first group;

ugh

That Resident Advisers in the student housing system shall be allowed to register with the first group;
That appropriately certified student athletes shall be allowed to register in the first group in the semester in which such athletes are formally active in
their sports;

an go

GROUP TWO
That first-time freshmen shall register in the second group in the semester of entrance;

udent
OF
ration

I BE

ver of

GROUP THREE
That all students who have applied for graduation (Undergraduate and Graduate) shall register in the third group;
GROUP FOUR
That all other senior and graduate students shall register in the fourth group based on rotating alphabetical groupings;
GROUP FIVE
That all juniors shall register in the fifth group based on rotating alphabetical groupings;
GROUP SIX
That all sophomores and continuing freshmen shall register in the sixth group based on rotating alphabetical groupings.

FEATURES
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Viewers can expect explicit sexuality,
but little drama in "The Hot Spot"

Billboard rates music
HOT SINGLES

Ice Ice Baby’’ Vanilla Ice
(SBK)
2."Black Cat" Janet Jackson
(A&M)
3. ’Love Takes Time" Mariah Carey (Columbia)
4."Giving You the Benefit"
l’ebbles (MCA)
5."I Don’t Have the Heart"
Janie, Ingram (Warner Bros.)
TOP I.P’S
." Please I lammer Don’t
."

Film looks at the
darker side of life
By She!lie Terry
Daily staff writer

A swaggering, arrogant stud
the dusty streets of a
small town in Texas, looking to(
easy cash and easy women.
Don Johnson plays Harry
Madox, a man who finds just what
he was looking for in "The Hot
Spot," which opened last Friday.
Madox sweeps through this
sleepy town, starting fires, robbing
banks and bedding his boss’ wife
The pulsating rhythm of jazzy
blues beats in the background as
Madox lives out his motto: "In this
life, you gotta take what you
want."
Virginia Madsen portrays Dolly
Harshaw. Madox’s sleazy love interest. who looks like a slutty version of Marilyn Monroe. Harshavs
explains the reality of her boring
little city by telling Madox.
"There are only two things to do in
this town. Do you have a TV?"
When Madox says no Harshaw responds with a smile "Well. now
you’re down to one."
Madox also finds himself falling
for Gloria Harper (Jennifer Connelly). a sweet and innocent bookkeeper, who mysteriously finds
herself blackmailed by the town
burn, Frank Sutton (William
Sadler). Madox tangles himself up
with the two women, becoming intrigued by both.
"The Hot Spot" definitely gets
steamy and sweaty. All but one of
the characters are found in sexual
situations, even the local pub offers squirming, thumping dancers
in g-strings. The audience gets
flashed by Johnson’s backside, as
struts through

Publicity

The show consists of four one
hour segments. anchored by news
casts at the top and bottom of cay Ii
hour. In between are sports scores
weather forecasts and pre -taped rc
ports by free-lancers and WPXI
staffers on finances, health, home
repairs and other topics.
In addition to gaining four hour,
of local programming. WPXI
retains the right to sell all the ad
vertising lime during the show
Stations that stay with the network
schedule are allotted just one spi ii

photo

Don Johnson plays Harry Madox in "The Hot Spot," which opened Oct. 19.
well as Madsen and Harper’s
naked physiques.
Unfortunately, the film is rated
a more appropriate rating
would be the new "NC-17." This
movie contains very explicit.
raunchy sex scenes. The sexuality
takes over this movie and becomes
too much to digest.
Johnson shouldn’t has e been
cast in this role. He doesn’t come
across as sexy as Kevin Costner or
Mel Gibson would. Basicall , he’s
just too old. and looks like he spent

too much time under the ultra -s
let rays.
Madsen plays the deceitful, conniving harlot. She has the perfect
appearance and attitude to pull on
the role. Connelly was equally appropriate for her dainty. intimidated character.
The Hot Spot" takes a good
hard look at sex :tad what happens
to fools who gise up anything fold. It’s a suitable film for an \ on,
looking for hard core sensualitv
hut not much else.

Station dumps cartoons airs news
Move
PITTSBURGH (API
over. Wonder Woman, and make
room for the anchorwoman.
A Pittsburgh television station
has scrapped the familiar Saturday
morning lineup of cartoons and
children’s shows to attract viewers
who would rather hear "That’s the
way it is" than "Th-th-that’s all
folks!"
WPXI bills "Channel II News:
Saturday Morning" as a weekend
alternative for adults,
Audience response. measured in
letters and telephone calls since the
four-hour show debuted this summer. has been encouraging. said
news director Al Blinke.
"What they’ve said is they’re
happy that a local television station
has finally decided that somebody
besides kids watches TV on Saturday mornings." Blinke said.
The show is attracting about
twice the market share cartoons
drew a year ago and ratings have
been about even with the competition. Other Pittsburgh stations continue to air the standard Saturday
shows such as
morning fare
"Muppet Babies," "Pee-wee’s
Playhouse" and "Bugs Bunny."
Sonic rxtrtions of "Saturday
Morning" have fared better than
others. Ratings fluctuate almost by
the half-hour, the smallest period
in which they are measured.
"It’s kind of depressing being
beat by Pee-wee," said producer
Marty Moran as he looked over a
ratings sheet. "But that’ll change.
that’ll change."
One reason for the show’s varied ratings is the program’s format.
It is not designed to he watched
from beginning to end.
"We don’t expect anyone to sit
down and watch four hours," said
anchor Lori Savitch, sister ot the
late NBC News reporter Jessiva
Saviteh. "They’re getting breakfast ready. getting ready to go
somewhere. They have it on to see
what the forecast is. to check out
the top stories.’’
On a recent Saturday. as 111%
Savitch prepared to deliver a nevk
cast, a group of Smurfs ca,
on a nearby monitor. The %vie, a
showed the NBC network feed fin
that hour, which WPXI pre
empted to air "Saturday Morn

Hurt ’Em" M.C. Hammer (Capitol)--Platinum (More than I
million units sold.)
2."To the Extreme" Vanilla
Ice (SBK
3.’ ’h Razors Edge" AC DC (Atco)
4."Muriah Carey" Mariah
Carey (Columbia)--Platinum
5."Listen Without Prejudice
Vol. I George Michael (Columbia)

per half-hour.
The station’s decision to jettison
NBC’s Saturday morning schedule
did not go over well with network
officials. said WPXI General Manager John Howell.
"They registered their displeasure . . . but at the same time they
find it an interesting experiment
that bears watching." he said,
At least one other station,

The Hot Spot

a a II

Rating: R
Starring: Don Johnson,
Virginia Madsen.

’Spartanhead’ scale is best of 5

We don’t just cut
your hair...

KCIt A in Sacramento. Calif., airs
a similar Saturdas show. News director Bill Bauman said the pr
gram. which runs from 2 a. m. unnl
I p.m.. has been very successt iii
since first airg in January.
KCR A, another NBC affiliate.
also dumped the network’s Satur
day lineup to make room for 1,,
cally produced news.

HALLOWEEN

We’re obsessed with it’
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20% OFF
for SJSU
students
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947-8404
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bikes and road bikes

Prizes for BEST COSTUME BEST MASK
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GRAND PRIZE Trip for 2 to L.A. with Hotel 8 Tix to see
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FIX THE CLUB 400 SOUTH FIRST SAN JOSE! 298.9796
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THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN ’THE ARMY.

COUPON

I

P4ttg

(RETWEF.N ’3RD it 41*H)

ONE BLOCK FROM SJSU

November 8,1990
135 W.Santa Clara

sloC,AC it

5e1MF
FIF9TriaC berg,
sot

Student Union Ballroom

NOT GOOD WITH $

CD’S P.
1 FREE!

SANTA CLARA ST.

GRADUATE STUDY DAY

ANY OTHER OFFER
Offer expires

11,--/a2iii$ILs411

BUY 6
BILLBOARD
TOP
30

WILL ATTEND

,

171 OR UNDERGROUND RECORDS

998-1618

REPRESENTATIVES OF-

AP

115-14Z:

AB COMPACT DISC EXCHANGE gl

open till 8:30 pm school nights’
131 f’ William St. (between 3rd and 4th)

&

UME CONTEST
featuring "PHANTOM of the OPERA" Live on stage!

"for all student biking needs"

Wi

BALL

C

And they’re both represented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you’re part of a health care
system in which educational and
career advancement arc the nile,
not the exception. The gold bar
on tile right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you’re
earning a I3SN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, PO. liox 77B,
Clifton, NJ 07015. Or call toll free: 1-800 -USA-ARMY, ext. 438.

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALLYOU CAN BE:
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PREPARE
From page 1
why people ran into the flames during
the fire or why they jumped out of the
window. But he said that the students
didn’t follow good fire safety procedures.
Instead of running through the hall, students should have crawled under the
smoke, Simms said.
Guzman, a freshman who lives on the
third floor of Moulder, was one of the
people who just opened her door and ran
out. She said that people were running by
her room and that the hall was filled with
smoke.
She said her smoke alarm didn’t wake
her up it wasn’t loud enough and
that she hadn’t been trained in fire safety
techniques. Moulder Hall only had one
false alarm earlier this semester and didn’t
have a fire drill.
Said Simms: "What I do know is that
people who are trained in fire safety know
to stay low in smoke."
The heat at the top of the ceiling during
a fire can be 600 to 700 degrees, according to Simms,.
"Or to the floor it’s much cooler. By
crawling, your chances of survival are
increased geometrically," he said. The foot
or two of air closest to the floor will be
easier to breathe, he added.
If the Moulder Hall residents had
received proper fire safety training,
Simms said, they probably wouldn’t have
panicked and jumped out of their room
windows. Planning is the antidote for
panic, he said.
"Panic is what kills people. Panic
comes from not having a plan. Fire safety
comes back down to having a plan."
Preparation would have taught the students that the solid doors would have held
back the fire for up to two hours, he
added.
When Simms meets people who think
that they don’t need a plan, he takes them
into a room that they are most familiar
with, blindfolds them, disorients them by
spinning them once or twice and then

tells them to find their way out. "That’s
what it’s like to get out of a fire," he tells
them.
The first step though, said Simms,
should be to buy a smoke detector for
each sleeping quarter and one or two for
the hallway.
"If they think they don’t need a smoke
detector, they are deluding themselves to

Needle
exchange
working,
workers say

Surviving the flames
Preparation
Put up smoke detectcrs
Know all possible escape routes
Set up and practice escape plan
III Set up buddy system with neighbors
If there is time, check on neighbors

He even believes in carrying a smoke
detector with him when he travels. "They
are lightweight and inexpensive," he
said.
An escape plan should also inc:ude
knowing two escape routes from the
building, he said.
The National Fire Protection Association, in a series of brochures on fire safety,
says to: "get out fast but to crawl through
smoky areas; do not go back into a burning building; choose a meeting place for
everyone to meet; and know what to do if
trapped."
There is no reason, Simms said, to go
back into a burning building. "There is
nothing that is valuable enough to go back
in and save."
Part of an escape plan should address
what items to take from a burning structure. Keep eyeglasses and a flashlight by
the bed, but worry more about getting out
alive, he said.
If there is a fire extinguisher available,
"call the fire department, get everyone out
and then try to fight the fire for only 30
seconds. The most important thing is your
life."
In large buildings, it is sometimes safer
to stay in a closed room. "Most people
who get killed in those big hotel fires are
found in the hallways. They would have
been fine if they had stayed in their
moms," Simms said.
Wrap wet towels around the door if
trapped in a mom. Get burnable materials away from the door. Then call the
fire department and tell them the exact
location of trapped people. Fire personnel are trained in rescue techniques and
getting trapped people out is their first
priority.
Sprinklers could help control most
building fires and can help save lives,

TACOMA. Wash. i AP) The
sharing of needles. unsafe sex and
other risk) practices seem to decrease among people who participate in syringe -exchange programs
designed to prey em the spread of
AIDS, a researcher told the nation’s first needle -exchange conference.
Other studies shim few AIDS
virus infections develop among
needle -exchange participants. -so
that it’s clear its helping the indiv ’dual. said Don Des falai,.

Trapped?
Don’t panic
Open window to get air
Don’t jump unless
the lire is close enough to
bum

tay Alive
III Crawl through smokefilled hallways
Close doors when
leaving rooms
Memorize the escape
routes from the building
Use stairs, not elevators

Des Jarlais. director of research
tOr the Chemical Dependency Institute :it Beth Israel Medical Center in New York, is regarded as
one of the country’s top research
experts on sringe-exchange programs. Ile so .is among the researchers and health and social
workers attending the North American Syringe Exchange Convention
here.

Afterward
Meet at a
pre-determined location
II Help injured
Tel officials where
victims may be
Don’t go back into
bumin. buildin.

The three-day convention.
which opened Thursday. has attracted representatives from eight
and three Canadian cities
so ho run programs allowing drug
users to sos ap used syringes for
new ones

.SOURCE N.9110ndl Fire PrOterCtIOn ASSOCietiOn

Robert W. Scoble

Special to the Dlly

Sharing needles. a vommon
practice among intravenous drug
users. is one major way in which
the IIIV irus that causes acuuired
immune deficiency syndrome can
he spread. The torus can also Ix.
passed through unprotected sex
with an infected partner and from
mother to child before or during
hirth.

involved, said Simms.
"You can’t legislate what people are
going to do. If I was living in a dorm, I
would have my own fire drill.
"The main thing is to take the time to
plan your escape. Waiting until a fire happens is too late."

Simms added. "Any sprinkler system is
an on-duty fire-fighter. It’s there 24-hoursa-day.
"Most fires can be put out with a cup of
water," he said if they are caught early.
While drills and escape maps are
important, it won’t help if people don’t get
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Football team, ’Young Guns’ and all,
hope to fire in rhythm despite week off
By Steve Helmer

’’Every one knows we’ve got to
keep our goals straight," lineWhen over 80 college football’ backer Grant Steunenberg said.
teams strike bodies and pads Sat- "We can’t stray away from our
urday. the Spartans will be enjoy- goal of beating Fullerton."
ing the day off.
The Spartans had Tuesday,
In the team’s first in-season
bye in five years. SJSU, which is Wednesday, Saturday and Suncurrently in sole posession of first day off. According to the team,
place in the Big West Conference the break will help them relax and
with a 4-0 record (5-2-1 overall), recuperate from nagging injuires.
"I think it will totally revive
takes it as a blessing.
"This week off will help our us." nose guard Bob Bleisch
team." outside linebacker Mike said. "We never fully recovered
Scialabba said. "It’s a good front the Stanford and Cal games.
chance for us to recharge our bat- It’s a blessing for us. It’s a week
to give us a chance to recuperate
teries."
"The bye for us has come at a our bodies. When you have any
good time of the season," coach kind of injury, fixgball is not a
Terry Shea said. "We need to re- fun sport."
store mental energy as we ap"For me. the bye is good beproach a really important football cause I’m sick." quarterback
game."
Ralph Martini said. "It will allow
Ncst up for the Spartans is Cal me to clear the little things up.
SLit C Fullenon. The Titans 1-7 My passing game will be more
should not be taken precise."
"Everyone’s hanged up after a
lightly. and SJSU realizes this.
Daily staff writer

No team with two losses has
won a national championship
Associated Press

When Miami lost to Notre Dame
and fell to 4-2, writers wondered if
a team with two losses had ever
won the national championship.
The answer is no - with an asterisk.
In 1960. when the final Associated Press poll came out before

the bowls. Minnesota finished No.
I with an 8-1 record. The Golden
Gophers then lost to Washington
17-7 in the Rose Bowl.
Had the final poll been taken
after the bow Is. Mississippi would
probably ha ’s e won the national
championsh i P.
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"If you’re a championship
team. you can either. one --come
back like it’s week three of the
season, or two come hack like
Leon
champions,"
fullback
Hawthorne said. "And we’re
going to come hack like champions."
"We should be mature enough
to handle a couple of days till."
Welsch said.
Shea is not concerned with the
physical affects of the bye. But
psychologically, he is a bit troubled.
"It’s the mental part of it."
ihea said. "It might have an afCct on us. But we’re going to be
ust fine."

If NCAA statisticians are right.
University of Pacific’s Troy Kopp
is the only quarterback in conegiate history to throw for more
than 500 yards in two straight
games.
Although it’s not a category in
the NCAA record book, a corn-

puter check by stat
Campbell failed to find any previous 500-doubles.
Kopp. a 6-toot-2. 200-pound
sophomore. passed for 564 yards
against New Mexico State last Saturday. The previous week, he
threw for 515 yards against Cal
State -Fullerton.

Advertisement

WE APOLOGIZE
One of our principles is RESPECT FOR
WOMANHOOD. Therefore, we the men of
OMEGA PSI PHI FRATERNITY, INC. would
like to apologize to the women of SIGMA
GAMMA RHO SORORITY, INC. for any
vulgar language or gesture directed toward
them. We also apologize to anyone else who
may have been offended. However, we stand
firm on our point that an organzation must
maintain integrity and be just in its actions.

MAKE UP
YOUR OWX
AXD.
AMIGA.
-1111116m,

MEET THE FUTURE
OF CREATIVE THINKING.
hard isn’t enough anymore. Creative thinking
is what sets winners apart.
The Amiga computer was designed precisely with that thought
in mind. It handles routine
tasks, then lets you
go all the way to
innovation and
invention.

Whatever you can
imagine, Amiga has the
power to produce. Easily.

THURSDAY
COLD CARD

WE THE TUESDAY TRADITION
WITH LIVE lOPS

"It’s going to do a lot of good
for us." Canley said. "We need
to he mentally strong for it. It
won’t do anything to our running
game and it won’t affect Martini."
"Not playing for one weekend
shouldn’t affect my rhythm."
Martini said

Meimenberg said Martini is a
good quarterback and the weekend off won’t upset him. The
team’s main goal is to come back
next week and pick up where it
left off on a winning note.

Associated Press

Amiga doesn’t just improve your work.
It improves your thinking. Just working

FRONTIER WIVES
LIFELINE
JACKSON SAINTS

\ K PR( )DI

It
game." Steunenherg said.
gives us time to get rid of small
bruises."
Team members said the weekend off won’t affect the successful rhythms Martini, tail hack
Sheldon Canley. who leads the
nation in all-purpose yardage.
and the "Young Gun" receiving
corps have gotten into the past
few games.
"It’s going to give Martini a
chance to analyze his game."
Bleisch said. "If anything, it’s
going to make him better for the
last three games."

Two games and counting, quarterback
throws for 500 yards and sets record
maven Rick

41/5 FEIST
S111051, (A
408)2&143",

8CLUS

Its built-in technology is a major
advancement in a computer of
this size and price range.
With a mouse and simple
icons, Amiga combines a full color
display, full stereo sound, graphics,
3-D animation, video capability
and text as no other computer can.
It has the power to run software sophisticated enough to
manipulate vast amounts of data,
as well as the creative genius to
create the complete score for an
orchestral composition.

We deliver today, what
others promise tomorrow.
Amiga was designed to keep up
with you, from schoolwork demands through career needs.

You’ll find standard what other
people make optional. As well as
sophisticated technology that
doesn’t exist on comparably
powered and priced computers.

on the future of computing.
Sure, some people buy what’s
standard. But we think you can
make up your own mind, and
choose your own best course for
the future. After all, isn’t that what
college is all about?

Creative educational
discounts make Amiga
an easy decision.
The Amiga Education Purchase
Program for college and university
students, faculty and administrators, offers a wide range of fully
loaded, specially bundled hardware
systems, with a complete system
starting under VOW All include
a one year limited warranty and
AmigaVision7

The best way to make up your
own mind is to try Amiga.

I

AMIGA

COMM UR FOR I HE (ALAI! \11\1)
crcommodo,..

HT Electronics
346 West Maude Avenue
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 737-0900

Stop by your Campus Authorized
Amiga Dealer and get your hands
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